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FIRST DAY'S CAMPAIGN BRINGS GREAT RESULTS

FIRST DAY'S RUSH NETS AL-MORE MEMBERS FOR ST. JAMES FOR UNION

All Arrangements completed by Kind of the Women's Work Committee, the Union
Back Project-Campaign to be
Pushed from Now On

THE DAYTON FLOOD SUBJECT OF LECTURE
Professor Woodward will Speak Before
Baccalauean Club Committee Friday Evening.

The regular meeting of the Bu-
cahian club will be held in the
Hyedae lecture room Friday even-
ing at 7:30 o'clock. Professor S.
M. Woodward will speak on the
title "Proposed Flood Protection
for Dayton, Ohio.
Professor Woodward spent
greater part of last summer at Day-
ton as chief consulting engineer to
the Morgan Engineering Co., which
has been in the prophylactic
survey and planning of plans
for the city. He made also a number of trips to
Dayton during the winter. The
plan has now been completed and
Mr. Woodward will in his talk out-
line the nature of the problem and
the methods that will be employed in the
safety of the city from the flood. The public is
strongly invited.

INTERCOLLEGIATE TO BE HELD AT CHICAGO
Wrestlers of Western Intercollegiate Association Address to Honors.

This year the annual meet of the Western Intercollegiate Wrestling Association will be held at Chicago April 4. It was decided in Illinois at a meeting of the authorities in the meet held at the college of Chicago. The
association is directed from the Western Intercollegiate conference, more com-
monly known as the "Big Nine." Chicago is one of the members of this associa-
tion but will probably join it in the near future. The events in the meet are the members of the associa-
tion's chief interest for they are invited to send representations.

WHAT SHE SPEAKED HIM "See what you do to Elma." When I am finished

I will give an awful scream, Elma. (Unless you keep away, sir.)

"What has your love," I really asked.

"As quick as this altered," of course not, I replied. "But I've been vaccinated."-L. F. H.

HINDUSTRIOUS PICTURE
The Budapest association will
have their picture taken Friday at
12 o'clock sharp. Townsend's sta-
tioners, the Daily and University areurgently requested to be pre-
ent on time. President.

PHIDO NOTICE
The next meeting of the students' union society will meet at Close hall to-
ight at 7:15 sharp for a short busi-
ness meeting. The roll will be read.

Every Phido member is urgently requested to be present, and attend the debate after-
ward.

CHAMPIONSHIP DEBATE TO BE HELD TONIGHT
ZETEAGTHIAN AND PHILAMTHI- 
AN NATIONAL DEBATE

Establishment of Third Bank of Uni-
eraity, and the Question: Seventh
Context of This Kind-Prise of

The Zetegathan and Philamthian teams will clash in the annual
championship debate tonight in the
natural sciences auditorium. The

time is set for 7:30. As usual the
price of admission will be twenty

cents for the year's firemen's ticket.

The question for discussion is:

"Resolved, that a third bank of

the United States should be established." The Philo team, consisting of

Donald Johnson, Roy Chapman and John

Fredrick, will argue the affirmative
side of the proposition and Hjalmar

Bury, Milton Johnson and Howard

Welles, representing Zetegathan, will
delegate the negative.

This is the seventh debate of its
kind scheduled at the university, the
series having been inaugurated in 1907.

Until last year the Marshall Law
society also took part in this series but on reorganizing as a purely law society, it dropped out of the debate and
left the contact triangular. Zetegathan has won the championship the last two years in succession, while Philamthian won the
year before the two years preceding.

The M. J. Wade prize of $25 is
offered to the members of the winter
team.

The two societies represented in the coming contest are planning to
attend the debate in bodies, and will need the noisy support of the insti-
tution to keep the debate on a short meeting before going to the hall.

DEAN SEABROOK TO LEAVE EXTENSIVE TOUR

Will Lecture At Northwestern Uni-
versity Today on Psychology.

Dean Seabrook left last night on a
trip among several of the leading
Universities of the middle west in
the interests of the Department of
Psychology. Before his coming next
week he will visit the Universities
of Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Chicago, and Northwestern. He will
lecture at the latter place Monday.

MERRY ON TOLSTOY
At the mid-week session of the
M. C. A. held last night in Close
Hall, Professor Glen Merry was
the speaker of the evening. He took
for his subject, "Tolstoy's Religion." The talk was one of the most interesting that has been
made at this meeting this year.

ALL IS READY FOR GYM MEET
Suits Will Be Here Soon—Letter
Red by Miss Mabel


EIGHTEEN HUNDRED HAWKEYES ORDERED

CONTRACT IS LAYING FOR PRINTING ANNUAL WITH ORDER FOR FIFTY EXTRA COPIES

Junior's Must Fill Out All Informa-
tion by the 10th, or the whole
series to see About Names and
Home Picture.

Eighteen hundred copies of the
1915 Hawkeyes have been ordered by
the board in placing the contract with
the printer. The contract, the book, this picture should also be
in hand by the 10th, or the whole
series to see About Names and
Home Picture.

Junior's Must Fill Out All Informa-
tion by the 10th, or the whole
series to see About Names and
Home Picture.
I'd Do It

Yes, I would get my new Under

nwood and the National Course today,

let it go and let it go. This is the

right time and raise my grade.

The National Courses make matters

type writing easy, accurate. Sure.

The Underwood is the imperative

which all the world's speed and ac-

curate records have been won. They

are ready to go home with you this

evening. Simply ask

EWEN

Close Hall Phone 60

adventure! For all other branches of

athletics there is no cause to

complain of the student support. It

is with great interest that the train-

ers and other athletic authorities,

especially Director Schroeder, in

twisting the even. The fact that

the year "it" tickets are good for

this athletic meet, is encourage-

ing. Owing to the many other

athletic interests at this time of the

year there has not been much talk

of this big event Saturday evening:

we believe that Iowa athlete

spirit will arise to the occasion.

making this intercollegiate gymn-

astic tournament the really big

event that it is.

IOWA MAN'S STRATEGY

Hons. John Burke, formerly gover-

nor, and head of the state of Iowa,

and now United States treasurer, under

the president, whose vice president

might have been, was a classmate
to Hon. J. W. Wade, class of 1884.

R. U. E. college of law. Evidently

both attorneys learned strategy in

the same school. The following

incisive and amusing story about

John Burke's strategy powers comes

via a Washington, (D. C.) dis-

patch.

"That is the tale and also the tall

of a coat, belonging to United

States Treasurer John Burke, for-

mer governor of North Dakota, and

patent and formerly a successful

lawyer of Williamsburg, Iowa.

It was said that John Burke was

laying the foundation of his future

success in politics by paying the

protection of Blackstone in the Iowa

courts that this tale originated, and

Fred C. Kelly, a Washington new-

spaper man, explain it in this man-

ner: "Burke's real start was assured

when he won his first few cases as a

young lawyer. One of these vicer-

oys, blazed on the color of a horse.

There was a chaffing match held

by a bank on the animal, and fro-

enlashing the morass, the bank

took a strong lead then kept it so

that the morass was on a chest-

nut horse, with a reddish-brown

walnut and the horse was

black, and neither said it was

chestnut. Burke was so big

simply a matter of describing

weather was all the more

noted in knowing

what a color was when he new

self.

"This was where Burke's strat-

ey came in. John had on a confi-

dence suit of clothes that looked

black in the shade and gray in

the strongest light. When the witness

for the opposing side took the stand

Burke asked him several questions

about his knowledge of colors, and

carried on in an nonexistent tone.

"'What's the color of my coat?'

"Black" replied the witness.

for the room was dark.

The auger was giving Burke in

the offhand but triumphant tone

lawsywers use when they wish to give

the impression that they have a real

joke in store to make the oppo-

sition. He then called the witness

for his coat and asked him the same

question.

This witness said Burke's coat was

gray.

"When he got ready to make his

talk to the jury Burke had the hall-

ill raise all the window shades so

that everybody could see how

really was gray. He paced back

and forth in front of the jury with a

section of his coat in one hand

and was carefully weighing and
dwelling on the fact that any-

body who said it was black instead

of gray could not to fit the judge

of truth. "The auger had rested

and the jokes were bolstered

solemnly and made up their minds

in Burke's favor.

HISTORICAL REPORTERS ELECT NEW MEMBERS

Two Members Elected At Regular Monday Monthly Meeting of Board Of Curators

The regular monthly meeting of the

board of curators of the Iowa

state historical society held last

evening in the rooms of the

seating. The following report was

read and accepted:

"The efforts which have been made

in membership on the recommenda-

tion of the superintendents.

John E. Briggs—Iowa City.
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THE GYMNASTIC MEET

Subsequently witnessed the first

athletic event of its kind ever

held here at the university, and

the second of its kind to be held

in the United States and Canada.

This is an event that means a

great deal to the university as it

opens a field of athletics to com-

petition which has not been open

hitherto. College boys throughout

the vast, partly because there

has not been enough interest

among colleges and universities

partly because other branches of

athletics has demanded the interest

of college men, and women. But

during the past few years there has

been a growing interest which has

brought about the establishment of

gymnastics as an intercollegiate

sport.

There is perhaps no cleaner sport

than gymnastics as compared

with the other forms of sport

which require more consistent

expenditures on the part of the

university which to acquire

efficiency. It has been neces-

sary to the public school to use

this gymnastic work in aauinable

and economical place, but now here is

an opportunity to bring in this

branch of athletics by means of the

tournament Saturday evening.

Director Schroeder has spent

many months of hard work in trying to

bring in as much so far as the

teammembership is concerned.

It is to him, that the credit of securing

the tournament here at Iowa, is due.

One of the notable features of this

event was the meeting of the team

masters with their coaches and

trainers that on Saturday afternoon

there will be a meeting of the reprezen-

tatives from the different institutions

for the purpose of organizing a

permanent intercollegiate gymnastic

association. This fact alone is of

great importance to the university.

Again the same old question

comes up. How is the student body going

to support this new field in athletics
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Flelda and Nevins, curtail

from the fact that the score at half 
time was 6 to 3 in favor of Iowa. A n inkling of the 
time was 6 to 3 in favor of Iowa.

Iowa hammered another clincher into its state championship claim

Tuesday evening, by defeating the 

Cornell team on the floor of the latter by a score of 20 to 13. The 

Opponent of the score surprised many of the local residents but this 

may be explained by the peculiar formation of the Cornell assignment 

which handicapped the Hawkeyes. It is a large extent. This is not said 
to detract at all from the scrappy 

makeup of the Hawkeyes which faced 

Cornell's men aggressively throughout the game. An talking of the forma-
tion of the contest may be gleaned from the fact that the score at half 
time was 6 to 3 in favor of Iowa.

This game will serve to put the 

falling touches on the Hawkeyes in preparation for the game with 

Northwestern to be placed at Evan-

sion next Saturday. With this con-
text the Hawkeyes will draw the 
curtain upon the basketball season. The following lineup, which is the 
same that appeared against Cornell, will start the Northwestern game

Fields and Neran, forwards, Grue-

sell, center; Parsons and Jacobson

guards.

New Tanga Pump at Stewart.

FOR RENT—Single room up

state, modern house, 325 Iowa Ave.

Phone 191-R.

---

"GEE" 

"AIN'T IT HELL TO BE POOR"

Says the Original 

THOMAS W. ROSS

in

HENRY BLOSSOM'S GREAT RACING PLAY

CHECKERS

With a Mighty Cast of Broadway Principals

A Parlay of 250 "Appreciation Winning Scenes". 5 Parts.

To a Driving Finish. A Favorite from Flag Fall to Judges Stand.

ENGLERT THEATRE

Monday and Tuesday, March 9-10

Admission, Children 10c, Adults 20c
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ATHLETIC SCHEDULE FOR SPRING IS ANNOUNCED

Twelve Events Listed For Hawkeye Athletics at Home

This Spring

Manager Kellogg announced the spring schedule for home athletics this spring. Twelve dates have been reserved by the manager foriu with

Twelve Hawkeye athletes to test their skills against the representatives of other insti-

tutions.

The schedule is as follows:

April 11-13-Davenport, April 21-22-Indianapolis, April 25-Home Meet.

In 1913, there are a number of mln-

suIts obtained by Mr. Reed, in

were gone over. The lease for the

activities.

The lease for the

main offices in New York

day at 4:30.